The paper presents for the first time observations of unusual reconnection events in the solar wind. In all solar wind types, we identify magnetic reconnection exhausts accompanied by one or two side jets. This complex structure is created around a single current sheet and the jet(s) oriented in the same direction as the main exhaust is (are) spatially separated from it. A statistical analysis of reconnection exhausts in Wind observations (422 events) revealed that about 12% of exhausts is accompanied with one side jet and 3% of exhausts is bounded by two side jets, one on each side. Multispacecraft observations of events allow us to conclude that these structures are not consistent with a folding of the reconnection exhaust boundary. A source of these side jets is probably multiple or patchy reconnection at or close to the heliospheric current sheet. We suggest a scenario based on multiple reconnection that would lead to the presence of two side jets. A single jet is caused by a broken X-line consisting of two or more spatially separated parts.
Introduction
Magnetic reconnection is the dominant mechanism of energy conversion in space and astrophysical plasmas (e.g., Shitaba et al. 1994; Priest & Forbes 2000; Deng et al. 2004; Xiao et al. 2006; He et al. 2010) . Occurring in thin current sheets, it changes a topology of magnetic field lines, and converts magnetic field energy to the bulk flow energy and plasma heating (Yamada et al. 2010) . The reconnection process has been studied mainly analytically and through numerical simulations (e.g., Drake et al. 2006 Drake et al. , 2009 Drake et al. , 2014 Onofri et al. 2006; . At present, reconnection is invoked to explain a wide variety of observed laboratory, space, astrophysical, and solar phenomena(e.g., Priest & Forbes 2000) , including coronal heating and the acceleration of the solar wind (Parker 1957) .
Magnetic reconnection initiated in a thin current sheet can occur under both asymmetric and symmetric density and magnetic field boundary conditions, and for wide ranges of magnetic shears/guide fields in the solar wind(e.g., Gosling & Phan 2013) , at the terrestrial magnetopause (Paschmann et al. 2013; Øieroset et al. 2016) , in the Earth's magnetosheath (Retino et al. 2007; Phan et al. 2011) , as well as in the magnetotail current layer(e.g., Grygorov et al. 2014) .
In the solar wind, current sheets (CSs) are generated through nonlinear interactions of solar wind turbulence (Greco et al. 2008 (Greco et al. , 2009 or they represent boundaries of flux tubes that originated at the Sun (Bruno et al. 2001; Borovsky 2008; Li et al. 2008; Liu et al. 2012 ) as well as boundaries of different solar wind streams. Appearing in pairs, they could also be the boundaries of reconnection exhausts (Gosling 2012; Arnold et al. 2013) . Khabarova et al. (2015 Khabarova et al. ( , 2016 argue that reconnection at the strong CSs like the heliospheric current sheet produces a lot of coherent structures, including thin CSs, that are drifted by the surrounding solar wind and can be observed in a wide area around them. Moreover, thin CSs can be a result of turbulence or caused by magnetic reconnection at stronger CSs within stream interaction regions or interplanetary coronal mass ejections (Chian & Munoz 2011) . Gosling et al. (2005a) identified Petschek-type (Petschek 1964) reconnection exhausts. They are characterized by roughly Alfvénic accelerated plasma exhausts that are adjacent to the region with a rotation of the magnetic field. The exhaust is bounded by correlated (and anti-correlated on the other side) changes of the magnetic field and flow velocity components. In the reconnection exhaust, the magnetic field magnitude is depressed, and the proton density, temperature, and plasma β are often locally enhanced.
Reconnection exhausts of this type were observed predominantly in the low-speed rather than high-speed solar wind (e.g., Gosling et al. 2006; Gosling 2007a; Phan et al. 2009 ) and often in association with ICMEs (Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejections) in a plasma with low ( 1 b < and often 1 b  ) proton β(e.g., McComas et al. 1994; Gosling & Szabo 2008; Feng & Wang 2013) . The magnetic shears across the exhausts range from about 70 o to 180 o with the most probable value of 135 o ; however, exhausts with lower local shear angles were also reported (Gosling & Szabo 2008; Phan et al. 2010) . Due to the relatively low reconnection rates connected with small shear angles, the corresponding exhausts tend to be relatively narrow. An influence of the magnetic shear angle across the CS and differences in the plasma β values on the opposite sides of CSs on the occurrence rate of reconnection exhausts is broadly discussed in Phan et al. (2010) and Gosling (2012) .
According to the statistical results of Enžl et al. (2014) , the exhaust width is typically 1 10 4 km; nevertheless, wider exhausts, exceeding 6 10 4 km were identified. These numbers show that CSs scale down to the kinetic regime (e.g., Chian & Munoz 2011; Xu et al. 2011; Zharkova & Khabarova 2015; Khabarova & Zank 2017) . Simulations of Malova et al. (2017) and Nemati et al. (2017) reflect a multiscale nature of strong CSs that can consist of several secondary kinetic CSs. The role of the tearing mode instability in a creation of double current sheets was numerically investigated by Baty (2017) .
Magnetic reconnection in the solar wind can last for hours and commonly occurs at a single dominant and extended X-line at 1 au and the reconnection configuration can be extremely spread out both along the exhaust (Phan et al. 2006 ) and the X-line (Gosling et al. 2007b) . For example, multispacecraft observations of Enžl et al. (2013) have shown that such types of reconnection last for more than 50 minutes and the reconnection exhaust can be detected over a distance larger than 130R E .
The typical exhaust boundaries are roughly planar on large spatial scales (Phan et al. 2009 ), although multiple entries and/ or exits to/from the exhausts indicate wavy boundary motion on a smaller scale (Gosling et al. 2007b ) due to a non-planar edge of the exhaust. Mistry et al. (2015) discuss such additional smaller-scale structures, which can be detected because a spacecraft crosses the exhaust several times. They suggest that while solar wind CSs may be planar on large scales, they may also exhibit complex fine structures around the exhaust boundaries, which were left undetected. Observations of multiple crossings require the existence of a discontinuity with the normal direction highly diverted from the Sun-Earth line and with a non-planar geometry. The authors conclude that it invokes the question on how frequently such structures around reconnection exhausts occur in the solar wind. On the other hand, Arnold et al. (2013) investigated the boundary between two adjacent flux tubes and found them to be curved and exhibit small-scale ripples that can be explained by the fluxtube-crossing scenario.
The present study deals with structures that were registered in the vicinity of reconnection exhausts. We call these smallscale structures side jets because they were identified near the main reconnection exhaust and their signatures are similar to the reconnection exhaust itself-the enhanced density and temperature, the accelerated plasma flow, and magnetic field depletion. The main difference is that the magnetic field rotation across the side jet is weak or absent.
We show a statistics of observed events and discuss two examples of multispacecraft measurements in detail. We summarize that identified fine structures are not consistent with folding of the reconnection exhaust boundary and suggest multiple or patchy reconnection as a possible cause and conclude that the structures can be registered due to a limited duration of the reconnection process or due to a finite length of the X-line.
Data Processing
The paper is based on the database of reconnection exhaust events in the solar wind registered by the Wind spacecraft during a period of 1995-2013 that was introduced in Enžl et al. (2014) . They were identified by an automated procedure based on correlated and anti-correlated changes of velocity and magnetic field vectors. The procedure employs 3s plasma moments (Ogilvie et al. 1995) and 3s magnetic field data (Lepping et al. 1995) and we average them on 20 s intervals to eliminate noise. The candidates selected by this procedure (about 6000 events) were checked by a visual inspection of the plots and by the Walén test (Sonnerup 1987) . Finally, 422 exhausts were chosen for a statistical processing because the candidates that were found under highly disturbed conditions, events with data gaps, with a significant pressure imbalance, and with very low shear angles were excluded.
We have revisited the database and searched for events like that shown in Figure 1 . This example presents a typical reconnection exhaust in a quiet solar wind. The exhaust that is distinguished with shadowing and numbered as 1 poses all expected features of the reconnection exhaust: (1) a dip in the magnetic field strength, (2) the enhanced density and temperature with respect to the surrounding solar wind, (3) a magnetic field rotation over a large angle, and (4) the enhanced and deflected ion velocity. Such features are common and they have been used for the identification of jets in Enžl et al. (2014) .
However, this particular exhaust is followed after 100 s » by a second dip in the magnetic field of a shorter duration (numbered as 3 in Figure 1 ). The plasma characteristics within the second dip resemble those of the main exhaust but the magnetic field rotation is less distinct. A region in between these two jets (number 2 in Figure 1 ) has parameters that are close to those observed prior to and after the exhaust but slightly enhanced density and velocity components suggest that this region was affected by reconnection, which is the most probable cause of the dip number 1.
Statistics of Side Jet(s) Observations
As already noted, we have reanalyzed the events in the Enžl et al. (2014) list in order to determine how frequent these structures are and we discovered that, in some cases, the reconnection exhausts are accompanied by side jets at both sides of the main exhaust. The constrains of the search were (1) the dip in the magnetic field magnitude larger than one half of the dip associated with the reconnection exhaust, and (2) the temporal separation from the main exhaust shorter than 5 Figure 1 . Example of the magnetic reconnection exhaust with one side structure under investigation. The event was registered by Wind on 2013 February 5. From top to bottom: the magnetic field magnitude, ion density, ion temperature, three IMF components, three velocity components (all quantities in the GSE coordinate system), and profiles of pressures (magnetic-dotted line; kinetic-dashed line; and total pressure-full line, respectively). The highlighted regions mark: 1-Main reconnection exhaust; 2-A region with the disturbed plasma between the exhaust and the structure named 3 that we will call the side jet.
minutes. Each of the events from the database was tested by a visual inspection of the plots like that in Figure 1 . Based on these plots, we have divided all exhausts into three categories: (a) no side jet, (b) one side jet, and (c) two side jets. The results of our search are shown in Table 1 and in a histogram of observations of side jets for different magnetic shear angles in Figure 2 . As can be seen from both the table and the figure, observations of the reconnection exhausts accompanied with the side jets are not too frequent, less than 3% of exhausts exhibit jets on both sides and about 14% on one side.
The parameters listed in the table belong to reconnection exhausts and we can see that a probability of observations of side jets increases significantly with the magnetic shear angle. Moreover, side jets are observed for wider main exhausts. Other parameters, like average temperature enhancements or the average decrease of the magnetic field inside the exhaust, are related to the magnetic shear (Enžl et al. 2014 ).
Case Studies
The statistics summarized in Table 1 cannot answer a question on mechanisms responsible for a creation of side jets. In order to obtain a deeper insight, we have chosen one representative from each group for a detailed study. Both selected events were detected by several spacecraft in the solar wind or in the magnetosheath and their locations facilitate a determination of the spatial extent and temporal stability of the observed features.
2011 November 30 Event
The reconnection exhaust was observed on 2011 November 30 by Wind, THEMIS B, and ACE spacecraft in different locations in the solar wind and by Cluster in the magnetosheath. Since the separation between the particular Cluster spacecraft is rather small and we are interested in large-scale features, we use only Cluster4 as their representative. Moreover, it would be very difficult to distinguish a fine spatial structure of the exhaust from the natural magnetosheath fluctuations. Figure 3 presents a combined plot of magnetic field and plasma data as observed by Wind and THEMIS B. The top panel shows magnetic field magnitudes that we used as a principal quantity in our search for the reconnection exhaust connected with side jets. Wind (blue line) registered around 0813UT the reconnection exhaust that was bounded by two side jets at 0812 and 0813:30UT, whereas THEMIS B closer to the Earth (red line) observed a broader exhaust at 0854UT but no side jets. Note that the THEMIS data are shifted to match corresponding features. A comparison of the magnetic field components (fourth to sixth panels) confirms that the exhausts observed by both spacecraft are associated with the same magnetic field rotation. However, opposite changes of the velocity components in the last three panels reveal that the spacecraft are located on different sides of the reconnection X-line.
As it noted above, the exhaust was detected by two other spacecraft (ACE and Cluster) but both of them have some limitations. Cluster4 was in the magnetosheath and the ACE time resolution of the plasma data is not sufficient to resolve tiny features like the side jets. Nevertheless, one can clearly identify the reconnection exhaust bounded by two side jets in the Cluster4 magnetic field strength shown in the top panel of Figure 4 (a). A rotation of magnetic field components across the structure confirms that it is associated with the magnetic field discontinuity that was observed about 50 minutes earlier by Wind. The changes of the velocity components suggest that Cluster4 was on the same side of the X-line as Wind (note that velocity components are modified in the magnetosheath).
Cluster4 observations are supported with ACE measurements of the magnetic field. This spacecraft was located far upstream but relatively close to the Sun-Earth line. ACE data are shown in Figure 4 (b) and one can clearly identify the reconnection exhaust centered around the magnetic field rotation. The side jet on the trailing edge of the exhaust is clearly visible but without the plasma measurements we can only speculate about the presence of the jet at the leading edge. We think that it can be associated with the stepwise decrease of the magnetic field strength distinguished with the first vertical dotted line in Figure 4 (b) but a slight decrease of the magnetic field observed about 30 s earlier is also a possible candidate. The event duration as well as the magnetic field changes are Figure 2 . Histogram of observations of side structures as a function of the magnetic shear angle. Hatched columns mark a number of exhausts with the jet on one side, and black columns highlight the exhausts with two side jets.
consistent with the Cluster4 measurements shown in Figure 4 (a). Timing of observations of the structure by the three spacecraft and assumption of its planarity allow us to determine its normal as ( 0.88, 0.43, 0.21 --) and to plot a sketch of the event shown in Figure 5 . The spacecraft locations are marked with red dots and corresponding names. Reconnection exhausts in the middle of the figure are not to scale but the widths determined from a duration of the events at each particular spacecraft are indicated. The location of the X-line between Wind (Cluster) and THEMIS was already pointed out in the description of Figure 3 . The red arrows show a direction of the plasma flow in the solar wind frame. The flow direction in side jets (thin red lines) is identical to that within the main exhaust.
Let us discuss a possible origin of the side jets. Such structures were already reported by Mistry et al. (2015) and the authors explain them as a small-scale folding of the reconnection exhaust. It means that the spacecraft entered several times the same exhaust. However, such an explanation encounters significant difficulties in our case. The characteristic features derived from the multispacecraft observations can be listed as it follows.
1. Three spacecraft (Wind, ACE, Cluster) observed symmetric structures-the main exhaust bounded by the side jets-in largely separated places and at different times. 2. The solar wind was extremely quiet on both sides of the IMF discontinuity and all spacecraft registered very similar parameters. 3. The speed of the plasma within the main exhaust is oriented along the magnetic field and this geometry together with a small velocity shear would prevent an excitation of any kind of surface waves. 4. The discontinuity normal has a large X component.
None of these features is consistent with multiple crossings of the same exhaust. (4) would imply a strong but small kink at the exhaust boundary. Such a kink would be created by a strong pressure/speed inhomogeneity but it contradicts to (2). The surface waves as a possible source are excluded due to (3). Moreover, (1) suggests a very stable structure that is not consistent with any kind of instabilities that could be expected at the boundary between the exhaust and ambient solar wind. Last but not least, an interpretation of the side jet as a shorttime encounter with the main reconnection jet requires the same magnetic field and plasma parameters prior to and after the jet observation. As can be seen in Figure 3 , a heated plasma occupied the region between the main exhaust and side jet and the magnetic field direction in this region differs from those prior to (after) the observation of the whole structure.
For these reasons, we suggest interpretation of our observation in terms of multiple reconnection that creates a magnetic island shown in Figure 5 as an ellipse at the head of the upper exhaust. However, this simple sketch does not explain regions of only slightly disturbed plasma and relatively large magnetic field that are observed in between the side jets and main exhaust.
In simulations, a creation of the multiple X-line formation was shown (Birn & Hesse 2001; Drake et al. 2006; Onofri et al. 2006) . A multiple X-line topology leads to the creation of magnetic islands between X-lines, which are subsequently accelerated away from the dominant (faster reconnecting) X-line. These magnetic islands were already observed in the geomagnetic tail (Eastwood et al. 2007 ) and in the solar wind (Eriksson et al. 2014 (Eriksson et al. , 2015 .
We assume that two X-lines can explain our observation. In such an interpretation, the X-line farther from the Wind spacecraft observation point, where the spikes were observed, has higher reconnecting speed and, subsequently, the slower X-line was "eaten" by the faster one. A result of this process is the magnetic island inside the exhaust, which can slow down the exhaust speed on certain field lines. The accelerated plasma in front of the magnetic island needs to flow around the obstacle following the magnetic field lines. This can slow down the exhaust and create regions of an accelerated plasma separated by the undisturbed plasma. Observations of such structure would look like the Wind measurements in Figure 3 .
A sketch that describes the time evolution of the structure is present in Figure 6 . slower plasma that separates the side jet from the main exhaust in the Wind and Cluster observations. (d) Reconnection of the Slow X-line creates the inner reconnection exhaust. The outer exhaust is created by the Fast X-line and it is separated from the inner exhaust by the region of the slow plasma.
According to Figure 5 , both X-lines and the magnetic island are located between Cluster (ACE) and THEMISB. It limits an island width to 30 » R E , which is consistent with spatial scales of the magnetic islands near the heliospheric CS (Khabarova et al. 2016) . A reconnection onset would start from the current sheet thinning and our suggestion on a presence of the secondary X-line (Slow X-line in Figure 6 ) is supported by a very thin structure near the Cluster location (3.4 R E including side jets) in a comparison with 9R E observed by Wind. Note that THEMISB on the opposite side of the main X-line observed the 6.7R E -thick exhaust without any side jets.
2013 March 14 Event
The scenario depicted in Figure 6 necessarily leads to the observation of the exhausts with none or two side jets. It cannot explain a presence of one jet only but our statistics revealed that such observations are even more frequent.
For this reason, we analyze a reconnection event with one side jet that was detected on 2013 March 14. Figure 7 combines again observations of three spacecraft, Wind (blue line), THEMIS B (red), and Cluster (black) of the reconnection event with the shear angle of 120 o . The THEMIS B and Cluster 4 data are shifted to the Wind time for an easier mutual comparison. The magnetic field strength exhibits a moderate decrease (at 1804 UT of the Wind time) in all three observations but a duration of these depressions ranges from 30s (THEMIS B) to 2minutes (Wind). The magnetic field rotates across these depressions over a large angle and the velocity is enhanced and deflected. These features are most distinctly seen in the panels of Z components and are again typical for observations of reconnection exhausts in the solar wind.
The exhaust is followed by the side jet that is observed with a delay of 2minutes by THEMIS B and about 3.5minutes behind the trailing edge of the exhaust by Wind but no side jet is registered by Cluster4. The normal direction determined from the timing of the B Z rotation ( 0.70, 0.53, 0.38 ---) and the facts that similar spiky structures were observed by two largely separated spacecraft and that the velocities on both sides of the jet are different again suggest that these observations could not be explained by a multiple encounter with the same reconnection exhaust. However, our scenario explained in the previous subsection cannot be applied as well.
When we draw spacecraft locations together with the magnetic field orientation, we found that the observation of one side jet can be explained by patchy reconnection, i.e., a finite length of the X-line. We should stress that this case is not the case of antiparallel reconnection, which is important for the explanation because we cannot simplify the event into 2D. The 3D situation is described in Figure 8 . The dashed yellow lines show the magnetic field lines crossing the particular measuring points. A projection of spacecraft trajectories (in the solar wind frame) onto the ecliptic plane (pink) are shown by colored dashed lines. The heavy red lines in green areas stand for the first and second X-lines. The purpose of the green surfaces is to guide the eye along the exhaust boundary. The jets are propagating along the magnetic field, thus the yellow lines show also the jet trajectories. In a configuration shown in Figure 8 , Cluster4 would cross the exhaust originated at the second X-line only, whereas THEMIS B and Wind would touch the exhaust from the second X-line first, and cross the exhaust occurring at the first X-line later. This scenario is consistent with observations of the V Z velocity components that are shown in the bottom part of the figure. Another argument in favor of the finite X-line length is that ACE located farther in the Y GSE direction registered the same IMF discontinuity but it did not observe the reconnection exhaust (not shown in the figure).
Discussion and Conclusion
We present observations of the reconnection exhausts in the solar wind that are accompanied with one or two side jets. Our statistics revealed that these events are encountered only rarely; in 3% » (jets on both sides of the main exhaust) and in 14% » (one side jet) of the cases, respectively. All of these observations are connected with the reconnection exhaust around a single strong IMF discontinuity characterized by the large magnetic shear angle. The follow-up detailed analysis of two representatives revealed that their multispacecraft observations exclude repeated encounters with the same reconnection exhaust. We propose two possible scenarios that are based (1) on a multiple reconnection or (2) on a patchy reconnection and two spatially limited X-lines.
The first scenario (see Figure 6 ) can explain observations of two side jets that are located about symmetrically around the main exhaust. Since this scenario expects a creation of a magnetic island near the main X-line, it can be applied only on the events with large magnetic shears, which is in agreement with our statistics.
The second scenario based on a patchy reconnection is used for an explanation of observations of single side jets. These events are observed generally for lower magnetic shears and we assume that short X-lines can occur under this condition. Moreover, the sketch in Figure 8 could also explain a creation of magnetic islands if the first line was longer. In such a case, the spacecraft at a proper location would observe two side jets but other spacecraft would register only one or even no jets.
In order to put the presented observations into a broader context and to show them in a light of present knowledge, we analyzed the connection of observed features with the crossings of the heliospheric CS that is naturally formed at latitudes covered by the involved spacecraft. Indeed, about 40% of IMF discontinuities leading to reconnection exhausts with side jets exhibit reversal of the IMF B X component that can be considered as an indicator of the heliospheric CS crossing.
Both of our scenarios indicate that observations of side jets are connected with either local double reconnection or with the spatially limited (finite length) X-line. Khabarova & Zank (2017) discussed similar cases in relation to magnetic reconnection in the heliosphere where it can occur at CSs of various scales. The authors suppose that magnetic reconnection itself can generate secondary CSs that are always surrounded by smaller-scale CSs (Khabarova & Zastenker 2011; Mistry et al. 2015; Greco et al. 2016; Nemati et al. 2017) . These local CSs are formed either as a result of turbulence or due to separation of charges at propagating discontinuities of different types and origins. They suggest that magnetic reconnection does not develop there in a simple Petschek-like way but rather occurs in many places along and across the CSs, similarly as in 
